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Daniel Asia has been an eclectic and unique composer from the start. He has enjoyed the usual grants from Meet the Composer, a UK Fulbright award, Guggenheim Fellowship, MacDowell and Tanglewood fellowships, ASCAP and BMI prizes, Copland Fund grants, and numerous others. He was recently honored with a Music Academy Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. As a writer and critic, his articles have appeared in Academic Questions, The New Criterion, the Huffington Post, New Music Connoisseur, and American Institute for Economic Research. He is the author of Observations on Music, Culture and Politics, recently published by Cambridge Scholars Publishing, and editor of The Future of (High) Culture in America (CSP). The recorded works of Daniel Asia may be heard on the labels of Summit, New World, Attacca, Albany, Babel, Innova, and Mushkatweek. Mr. Asia is Professor of Music at the University of Arizona, and President of the Center for American Culture and Ideas (a 501c3). His website is www.danielasia.net.

Adam Briggle is an Associate Professor and the Director of Graduate Studies in the Department of Philosophy and Religion at the University of North Texas. His teaching and research focus on the intersections of science, technology, ethics, and politics. He is the author of A Field Philosopher’s Guide to Fracking, A Rich Bioethics: Public Policy, Biotechnology, and the Kass Council, and Thinking through Climate Change: A Philosophy of Energy in the Anthropocene.

David Carrier is a philosopher who writes art criticism. He has published books on Nicolas Poussin’s paintings, on the art writing of Charles Baudelaire, on the abstractions of Sean Scully, on the art museum and on the prospects for a world art history. And with Joachim Pissarro, he has co-authored two books on what they call wild art, outside the art world system. Currently his writing appears in Brooklyn Rail and Hyperallergic. His Philosophical Skepticism as the Subject of Art: Maria Bussmann’s Drawings (Bloomsbury), Art Writing On Line: The State of the Art World (Cambridge Scholars) and In Caravaggio’s Shadow: Naples as a Work of Art (Thames & Hudson) are forthcoming.

John J. Curley is Associate Professor of Modern and Contemporary Art at Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. He has published widely on postwar American and European art. He is the author of A Conspiracy of Images: Andy Warhol, Gerhard Richter, and the Art of the Cold War (Yale University Press, 2013) and Global Art and the Cold War appeared in 2019 (Laurence King). He is currently at work on a new book project provisionally titled “Critical Distance: Black American Artists in Europe 1958-1968.”

Julia Friedman is a Russian-born art historian, writer and curator. She began her art historical studies at the Hermitage Museum, in St. Petersburg, where she grew up. After receiving her Ph.D. in Art History from Brown University in 2009, she has researched and taught in the US, UK and Japan. In 2010 Northwestern University Press published her illustrated monograph Beyond Symbolism and Surrealism: Alexei Remizov’s Synthetic Art. The same year she became a regular contributor to Artforum, and in 2017 she began writing for The New Criterion. In 2015–2016 she collaborated on a project with art critic Dave Hickey, editing Dustbunnies and Wasted Words—two pendant volumes based on his Facebook exchanges. Since then, she has written essays and articles about political art, Wayne Thiebaud’s paintings, art history and pornography, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the aesthetics of #MeToo, President Trump’s classical architecture executive order, NFTs, Johannes Vermeer, Philip Guston, and George Orwell. In 2020 she was interviewed for the new Netflix documentary Bob Ross: Happy Accidents, Betrayal & Greed (2021) directed by Joshua Rofé. In October 2021, she was a guest on 1 Don’t Understand, William Shatner new talk show discussing what makes something art. www.juliafriedman.org


Jonathan Hartmann is a specialist in literature and American studies, and the author of The Marketing of Edgar Allan Poe (Routledge). He teaches rhetoric at the University of Texas at Dallas, and his research interests include life writing, cinema, and movements for social justice.

David Hawkes is Professor of English Literature at Arizona State University. His work has appeared in The Nation, the Times Literary Supplement, The New Criterion, Quillette, and numerous scholarly journals. He is the author of seven books, most recently The Reign of Anti-logos: Performance in Postmodernity (Palgrave Macmillan, 2020).

Sean Hooks is originally from New Jersey and has recently moved to the Dallas-Fort Worth metropolis after nine years in Los Angeles. His website can be perused at www.seanhooks.com. He holds a BA-Liberal Arts from Drew University, an MFA-Fiction from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and an MA-English from Loyola Marymount University. His publications include essays, articles, reviews, short stories, and flash fiction. Recent venues presenting his work include...
Museums. The Virginia Museum of Fine Arts and the Harvard Art collecting has led to roles at several museums including at Harvard University. Her keen interest in objects and University, before completing her postdoctoral training from The University of Virginia and a B.A. from Rice Research Institute. Elizabeth earned a M.A. and Ph.D. wall painting fragments from excavation to museums paintings and mosaics. Her current book project traces Roman world, especially the material aspects of wall teachings, and curatorial work centers on the ancient Greek and Roman literature, including works by Rita Mae Brown, V. T. Hamlin, and Michael Chabon. He has received teaching and service awards from the Society for Classical Studies, the Classical Association of the Middle West and South, and the University of Arkansas. He has directed 18 study abroad programs.

Daniel B. Levine (BA Minnesota 1975; PhD Cincinnati 1980) is University Professor of Classical Studies at the University of Arkansas, where he has taught Classical Studies, Humanities, Greek, and Latin since 1980. His publications include essays on Greek comedy, tragedy, and epic poetry, and modern literary receptions of ancient Greek and Roman literature, including works by Rita Mae Brown, V. T. Hamlin, and Michael Chabon. He has received teaching and service awards from the Society for Classical Studies, the Classical Association of the Middle West and South, and the University of Arkansas. He has directed 18 study abroad programs.

Elizabeth Molace is an art historian whose research, teaching, and curatorial work centers on the ancient Roman world, especially the material aspects of wall paintings and mosaics. Her current book project traces wall painting fragments from excavation to museums in the U.S., and has been supported by the Getty Research Institute. Elizabeth earned a M.A. and Ph.D. from The University of Virginia and a B.A. from Rice University, before completing her postdoctoral training at Harvard University. Her keen interest in objects and collecting has led to roles at several museums including the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts and the Harvard Art Museums.

Tom Palaima is Robert M. Armstrong Professor of Classics and founding director of the Program in Aegean Scripts and Prehistory (est. 1986) at the University of Texas at Austin. A MacArthur fellow for his work with writing systems of the Bronze Age Aegean and written records as sources for reconstructing human cultures, since the 1990’s he has taught seminars, written book reviews and public intellectual commentaries, and lectured widely on human creative responses to war, violence and social injustice, ancient and modern, and on music and songs as social commentary, including the song poems of Bob Dylan. For the last decade, he has worked with military veterans on giving voice to their own stories in such initiatives as NEH-Aquila Theatre’s Ancient Greeks/Modern Lives and The Warrior Chorus. He is a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, London. He has been awarded three Fulbright fellowships (Greece 1979-80, Austria 1992-93 and Spain 2007) and a Ph.D. honoris causa (1994) from the University of Uppsala. For his writing on war and violence and on Bob Dylan (with pdf downloads), see: sites.utexas.edu/pasp/dylanology and sites.utexas.edu/pasp/writing-on-war.

Lydia Pyne is the author of Endlings: Fables for the Anthropocene (forthcoming, University of Minnesota Press, 2022.) Her previous books include: Bookshef; Seven Skeletons: The Evolution of the World’s Most Famous Human Fossils; Genuine Fakes: What Phony Things Can Teach Us About Real Stuff; and Postcards: The Rise and Fall of the World’s First Social Network. Her writing has appeared in The Atlantic, Nautilus, Slate, History Today, Hyperallergic, and TIME, as well as Archaeology. She lives in Austin, Texas, where she is an avid rock climber and mountain biker.

Margaret Samu is a historian of art and design based in New York City, where she teaches at Parsons School of Design and lectures at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Her work has been published in journals such as The Art Bulletin, Iskusstvoznanie, Nineteenth-Century Studies, Experiment, and a volume she co-edited, From Realism to the Silver Age (NIU Press, 2014). She served as president of the Society of Historians of East European, Eurasian, and Russian Art and Architecture (SHERA) from 2013 until 2015, and she currently co-organizes the art history section of the 19v Working Group on 19th-Century Russian Culture.
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